EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS COMPETE FOR STUDENTS

One very serious impact of the current recession is the pressure on our public universities and community colleges to carve out portions of their curriculum and faculty to save money. The various taxes utilized to fund education have declined with economic activity. One college dean told me that he does not recall conditions like this since the Great Depression.

A frequent comment made by school administrators is that they are no longer tax supported. Instead, they are tax assisted. Tuition, endowments, and research grants must provide a growing proportion of financing for public education today.

In states with a number of campuses, decreasing budgets are forcing decisionmakers to look critically at redundant programs. The temptation is to consolidate specialized curricula like turf management or golf course operations and offer those programs at fewer locations.

The bottom line today is universities must compete for students to justify funding. They not only must compete with other state campuses, they must also compete with community colleges within the state.

Technically, universities should not compete with community colleges. In many states, universities can offer two-year programs similar to community colleges, but they can't give associate's degrees. Instead, they provide graduates with a certificate of completion.

Whether or not a person graduates from a community college or a certificated program, there are jobs in the golf and sports turf industry waiting for them. What, then, is the value of a four-year university degree?

To earn a four-year degree, a student must take classes which go beyond technical competence. They include subjects such as writing, economics, law, foreign language, and personnel management. In some cases, students may also take advantage of courses on design, entomology, pathology, and chemistry. These additional courses make an important difference when a person becomes a manager and must make knowledgeable decisions when a job varies from the norm.

Many turf managers complete two-year programs, work for a few years, and then return to school for a bachelor's degree. They do this to qualify for management positions in the industry.

Community colleges need to do more to encourage their students to continue their education at universities. At the same time, universities should try not to compete with community colleges for students. In times such as these we shouldn't be confusing students about their education options.
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